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SERIE BRIDGERTON
By: Julia Quinn
Urano | Historic Romance | Paperback | $ 18.95
EL DUQUE Y YO
The Duke and I
978841632782
EL VIZCONDE QUE ME AMO
The Viscount Who Loved Me
978841632784
TE DOY MI CORAZON
An Offer From a Gentleman
9788416327850
SEDUCIENDO A MR. BRIDGERTON
Romancing Mr. Bridgerton
9788416327867
A SIR PHILLIP, CON AMOR
To Sir Phillip, with Love
9788416327874
EL CORAZON DE UNA BRIDGERTON
When He Was Wicked
9788416327881
POR UN BESO
It's In His Kiss
9788416327898
BUSCANDO ESPOSA
On the Way to the Wedding
9788416327928
BRIDGERTON: FELICES PARA SIEMPRE
Bridgertons, The: Happily Ever After
9788416327928

EL HOMBRE EN BUSCA DE SENTIDO | Man's Search for
Meaning
By: Viktor Frankl
9788425432026 | PB | 168 Pages | $15.95 | Herder Editorial | Personal Growth

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #48 in Books
#1 in Popular Psychology Psychotherapy
#1 in Jewish Holocaust History
#1 in Judaism (Books)
According to the Library of Congress in Washington, it is one of the ten most influential books
in the United States.
Translated into half a hundred languages, millions of copies have been sold worldwide.
An inspiring document of an amazing man who was able to garner some good from an
experience so abysmally bad… Highly recommended.
Library Journal
This is a book I try to read every couple of years. It’s one of the most inspirational books ever
written. What is the meaning of life? What do you have when you think you have nothing?
Amazing and heartbreaking stories. This is a book that should be in everyone’s library.
Jimmy Fallon

SINOPSIS
At the heart of Frankl’s theory of logotherapy is a conviction that the primary human drive is
the discovery and pursuit of what the individual finds meaningful. Today, as new generations
face new challenges and an ever more complex and uncertain world, Frankl’s classic work
continues to inspire us all to find significance in the very act of living, despite all obstacles.

FISH - EDICION 20 ANIVERSARIO | Fish!
By: Stephen C. Lundin, Harry Paul & John Christensen
9788416997350 | PB | 160 Pages | $12.95 | Ediciones Urano | Business & Economics

An Updated, Energized and Revised 20th Anniversary Edition.
Over 6 million copies sold worldwide.
Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #6 in Books > Business & Money > Marketing
& Sales > Customer Service
The powerful parable that has helped millions to see their lives and work
in a new way -- now revised and updated to celebrate 20 years of working
with greater purpose!
Fish! A Remarkable Way to Boost Morale and Improve Results. When
work is made fun, it gets done.

SINOPSIS
This is a new edition of an essential classic on the importance of
teamwork and motivation. In addition to the story about Seattle's famous
Pikes Place Market, in this expanded and re-energized edition, the
authors have added three more true short stories of companies that have
applied the "Fish!" philosophy.

EL HOMBRE MAS RICO DE BABILONIA | The Richest Man in
Babylon
By: George S. Clason
9788491115700 | HC | 138 Pages | $16.95 | Ediciones Obelisco | Business & Economics

Amazon Best Sellers Rank:
#3 in Econometrics
#8 in Econometrics & Statistics
#18 in Ancient Mesopotamia History
This is a beautifully-designed, hard copy edition of the complete classic
work.
This book makes the perfect gift to all the young people, offering
commonsense financial advice. I's an easy read and gives seven basic
principles on saving and investing money. It is written in parable form,
interesting and instructive.

SINOPSIS
This timeless book reveals the key to success hidden in the secrets of the
ancients. This celebrated bestseller offers an understanding of-and a
solution to-personal money problems. This is the original classic that
reveals the secrets to acquiring money, keeping money, and making money
earn even more money.

EL NUEVO MILLONARIO DE LA PUERTA DE AL LADO | The Next
Millionaire Next Door: The Secrets of America's Wealthy in the 21st
Century
By: Thomas J. Stanley & Sarah Stanley Fallaw
9788491115908 | PB | 344 Pages | $18.95 | Ediciones Obelisco | Personal Growth

Amazon Best Sellers Rank:
#14 in Budgeting
#32 in Wealth Management

The Next Millionaire Next Door is a compilation of insights and behavior.
The actions and mindsets of wealth builders is mostly unchanged, but the
rise in technology opportunities available today give a wider opportunity
for wealth builders to control their savings and investing strategies.
Informative, encouraging and enlightening.

SINOPSIS
Over 40 years, Tom Stanley and Sarah Stanley Fallaw have been involved
in research examining how self-made Americans became economically
successful. In this book, they highlight how specific decisions and
behaviors align with the discipline of building wealth.

LA VIDA INVISIBLE DE ADDIE LARUE | The Invisible Life of
Addie LaRue
By: Victoria Schwab
9788416517374 | PB | 504 Pages | $21.95 | Ediciones Urano | Science Fiction &
Fantasy
A feature film. Studio eOne has acquired rights for the movie, which will be
produced by Gerard Butler’s company G-Base.
Amazon Best Sellers Rank:
#1 in Historical Fantasy | #5 in Romantic Fantasy
An Instant Bestseller for: The New York Times, Usa Today, National Indie
& Washington Post.
A Best Book by: CNN * Amazon * Goodreads * Bustle * PopSugar *
BuzzFeed * Barnes & Noble * Kirkus Reviews * The Nerd Daily * Chicago
Tribune * NY Daily News.
SINOPSIS
A young woman makes a Faustian bargain to live forever -and is cursed to
be forgotten by everyone she meets. Addie LaRue, learns how far she will
go to leave her mark on the world. But everything changes when, after
nearly 300 years, Addie stumbles across a man in a hidden bookstore and
he remembers her name.

DORMIR EN UN MAR DE ESTRELLAS | To Sleep in a Sea of Stars
By: Christopher Paolini
9788416517398 | PB | 888 Pages | $22.95 | Ediciones Urano | Science Fiction &
Fantasy
Amazon Books Best Sellers Rank:
#11 in Colonization Science Fiction
#14 in Exploration Science Fiction
#18 in First Contact Science Fiction
A #1 New York Times Bestseller
A #1 Publishers Weekly Bestseller
A #1 USA Today Bestseller
A Wall Street Journal Bestseller
Winner of Best Science Fiction in the 2020 Goodreads Choice Awards!
To Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a brand-new epic novel from #1 New York Times
bestselling author of Eragon, Christopher Paolini. This epic adventure is fascinating
and complex. A tense, fast-paced read with nonstop action and a poignant ending. A
classic and well-calibrated mix of science and fiction, Paolini has moved from fantasy
to sci-fi with a book that will appeal to sci-fi lovers everywhere.
School Library Journal
SINOPSIS
To Sleep in a Sea of Stars is a brand-new epic novel from New York Times bestselling
author Christopher Paolini. Exploring new worlds is all Kira Navarez ever dreamed of
doing. But now she has found her nightmare. On a distant planet ripe for a colony, she
has discovered a relic previously unseen by human eyes. It will transform her entirely
and forever. Humanity will face annihilation. She is alone. We are not. There is no
going back.

FLEISHMAN ESTA EN APUROS | Fleishman Is in Trouble
By: Taffy Brodesser-Akner
9788416517329 | PB | 384 Pages | $17.95 | Ediciones Urano | Fiction

New York Times Bestseller * National Book Award Longlist * Finalist for the National
Book Critics Circle’s John Leonard Prize for Best First Book.
NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY: New York Times •
Washington Post • Entertainment Weekly * Vanity Fair • Vogue • Chicago Tribune •
Elle • The Guardian • Good Housekeeping • Marie Claire • Kirkus Reviews • Shelf
Awareness
Whip-smart, gleefully scatological... Brodesser-Akner aims a perfect gimlet eye at the
city’s relentless self-regard... But she turns out to be both the book’s Trojan horse and
-in a brilliant third-act pivot- its greatest gift, transforming a fizzy comedy of manners
into something genuinely and profound.
Entertainment Weekly

SINOPSIS
Toby Fleishman thought he knew what to expect when he and his wife of almost fifteen
years separated. He could not have predicted that one day, in the middle of his summer
of sexual emancipation, Rachel would just drop their two children off at his place and
simply not return.

EL LIBRO DE LA DISCIPLINA SUAVE | The Gentle Discipline
Book
By: Sarah Ockwell-Smith
9788491115571 | PB | 272 Pages | $17.95 | Ediciones Obelisco | Parenting & Family

Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #109 in School-Age Children Parenting
How to Raise Co-Operative, Polite and Helpful Children.
The beauty of Ockwell-Smith’s guidance: She’s low on judgment and high on helpful
insights into why your kid can go from angel to monster in 10 seconds flat.
Bookpage

SINOPSIS
Sarah Ockwell-Smith is a popular parenting expert who believes there's a better way.
Citing the latest research in child development, psychology and neuroscience, this book
debunks common myths about punishments, rewards, the "naughty chair" and more,
by presenting practical techniques.

GUIA DEL TRADING ONLINE PARA PRINCIPIANTES | A
Beginner's Guide To Day Trading Online
By: Toni Turner
9788491116394 | HC | 352 Pages | $29.95 | Obelisco | Business & Economics

The national bestseller -updated for the new stock market!

Amazon Best Sellers Rank:
#4 in Exports & Imports Economics
#57 in E-commerce Professional (Books)
Read this book, and, two, reread this book. It will help you achieve your trading goal,
which is to make money in the markets. Every trader, from a beginner to the advanced
professional, should have this book!
John Person, CTA, president, Nationalfutures.com

SINOPSIS
Day trading online is highly profitable -and highly tumultuous. Moreover, the financial
markets have changed considerably in recent years. Expert author Toni Turner gives
you the latest information for mastering the markets.

MARIA MAGDALENA REVELADA | Mary Magdalene Revealed: The First
Apostle, Her Feminist Gospel & the Christianity We Haven't Tried Yet
By: Meggan Watterson
9788418000836 | PB | 312 Pages | $17.95 | Editorial Sirio | Religion & Spirituality

Amazon Best Sellers Rank:
#4 in Gnosticism (Books)
#19 in Ancient & Controversial Knowledge
#62 in Christian Bible Study Guides (Books)
A WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER - The Gospel of Mary Magdalene reveals a
very different love story from the one we've come to refer to as Christianity.
Harvard-trained theologian Meggan Watterson leads us verse by verse through Mary's
gospel to illuminate the powerful teachings it contains.
Meggan has given us an extraordinary gift. Through her compelling and courageous
work, we are called back to ourselves as bodies, as spiritual beings, to our wholeness
and fullness, helping us to find our inner voice which will ultimately set us free.
Celene Lillie, Ph.D. Director of translation for A New Testament

SINOPSIS
An ancient gospel was buried deep in the Egyptian desert after an edict was sent out in
the 4th century to have all copies of it destroyed. Fortunately, some monks were wise
enough to refuse-and thanks to their spiritual bravery, we have manuscripts of the only
gospel written in the name of a woman.

EL AYUNO COMO ESTILO DE VIDA | Life in the Fasting Lane: How to
Make Intermittent Fasting a Lifestyle
By: Dr. Jason Fung, Eve Mayer & Megan Ramos
9788418000850 | PB | 350 Pages | $18.95 | Editorial Sirio | Nutrition & Dieting

AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER.
Amazon Best Sellers Rank:
#8 in Weight Loss Diets (Books & Originals)
#35 in Weight Loss Diets (Books)
#39 in Nutrition (Books)
#97 in Other Diet Books
This book is a timely and practical blueprint to reclaiming your vitality.
Eve Mayer, Megan Ramos, and Dr. Jason Fung have created a guide that
entertains, enlightens, motivates, and inspires.

SINOPSIS
In Life in the Fasting Lane, Dr. Fung, Ramos, and Mayer take the listener
by the hand and walk them through the basics of a fasting lifestyle -from
the science behind fasting as a health and weight loss strategy to the
real-life choices and dilemmas people commonly encounter.

VIBRAR EN POSITIVO, VIVIR EN POSITIVO | Good Vibes, Good Life: How
Self-Love Is the Key to Unlocking Your Greatness
By: Vex King
9788418000911 | PB | 272 Pages | $17.95 | Editorial Sirio | Personal Growth
A wonderful book for New Year’s resolution. A real-world guide to achieving a greater
life. Be the best version of you that YOU can be.
A #1 Sunday Times bestseller
Amazon Best Sellers Rank:
#40 in Happiness Self-Help
#80 in Motivational Self-Help
#81 in Personal Transformation Self-Help
Over 300,000 copies sold of the original English version. The author is a Social Media
Influencer with more than 500,000 followers on Instagram.
Drawing on his personal wisdom and experiences, Vex King shows you ways to
transform negative emotions into positive ones, how to love yourself, and how to
overcome fear.
Daily Mail
Vex King’s words are soothing for the soul, honey that slips off the page and into the
mind… Whether you’re in need of self-improvement or not, I believe anyone can learn a
thing or two from King and this book.
The Indiependent (UK)
SINOPSIS
Vex overcame adversity to become a source of hope for thousands of people, now he
draws from his personal experience and his intuitive wisdom to inspire you to practice
self-care, overcome toxic energy and prioritize your wellbeing; or cultivate positive
lifestyle habits, including mindfulness and meditation.

INSIDE OUT. MI HISTORIA | Inside Out
By: Demi Moore
9788418014239 | HC | 306 Pages | $20.95 | Roca Editorial | Biography & Memoirs

INSTANT #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER
Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #39 in Rich & Famous Biographies
A Best Book of the Year: The New Yorker, The Guardian, The Sunday Times, The Daily Mail,
Good Morning America, She Reads.
Famed American actress Demi Moore at last tells her own story in a surprisingly intimate and
emotionally charged memoir.
Her story is equal parts adversity and resilience, told with candor.
USA Today
Inside Out achieves what every good celebrity memoir should: it makes you look at the subject
differently, and Moore emerges as simultaneously more relatable and more remarkable.
The Guardian
SINOPSIS
In this deeply candid and reflective memoir, Demi pulls back the curtain and opens up about
her career and personal life―laying bare her tumultuous relationship with her mother, her
marriages and her struggles balancing stardom with raising a family. Inside Out is a story of
survival, success, and surrender―a wrenchingly honest portrayal of one woman’s at once
ordinary and iconic life.

LA NOCHE DE PLATA | The Silver Night
By: Elia Barceló
9788417968182 | HC | 514 Pages | $21.95 | Roca Editorial | Thriller

More than 250,000 copies sold in Spain.
Elia Barceló once again demonstrates her talent and mastery of any
literary genre with The Silver Night.
Elia Barceló bursts into the crime novel with a story that, from the first
line, places us before the horror of a senseless crime and traps us with
characters wounded by complex personal and family relationships.

SINOPSIS
Carola Rey Rojo, a specialist in child abductions and homicides, and
mother of a girl who disappeared twenty-seven years ago, is now on leave
of absence from the Spanish police. Along with Chief Inspector Wolt
Almann, she will be involved in a complicated cold case when another girl
disappears.

KAMALA HARRIS | Kamala's Way
By: Dan Morain
9788418557255 | PB | 280 Pages | $21.95 | Roca Editorial | Biography & Memoirs
Amazon Best Sellers Rank:
#3 in Asian Politics
#10 in Lawyer & Judge Biographies
#15 in United States National Government
Detailed and dutiful... Ms. Harris -as is her prerogative- omitted much
detail from her own autobiography. Mr. Morain has filled in many of those
blanks.
The Wall Street Journal
The author brings deep familiarity with California politics to an admiring,
yet balanced, biography of Harris... A brisk, well-informed narrative of
political ascendancy.
Kirkus Reviews
Morain’s deep-rooted reporting experience is evident on every page… This
is a great read for anyone interested in a richly contextualized account of
Harris' political evolution.
Booklist
SINOPSIS
A revealing biography of the first woman of color to run for the vice
presidency of the United States, showing how the daughter of two
immigrants in segregated California became one of the most powerful
politicians in the country.

LA BIBLIA CATOLICA LATINOAMERICANA (LETRA GRANDE) |
Latin American Catholic Bible (Large Print)
By: San Pablo
9788428510448 | HC | 1984 Pages | $30.95 | Editorial San Pablo | Religion &
Spirituality
Bring the beauty of the Catholic faith into your home. With this special
easy–to–read large print setting makes the Bible a wonderful reading
experience.
A revised edition from 2005, with the full text translated from Hebrew and
Greek, includes maps and photos in full color. A general introduction that
provides an overview of the Bible and the history of the People of God,
offers indexes, indications of dates and chronologies.
This handsome Large Print Edition is a convenient, large font version,
attractive binding and affordable value, makes it perfect for anyone,
whether for public reading or personal devotions.

SINOPSIS
Catholic, apostolic and Roman Bible in elegant format with large print and
full color illustrations. Co-edited by Saint Paul and Verbo Divino
Publishing House.

POETA CHILENO | Chilean Poet
By: Alejandro Zambra
9788433998934 | PB | 424 Pages | $24.95 | Editorial Anagrama | Fiction

A slow, absorbing voice, persuasive even when in doubt, that awakens and
rewards the desire to continue reading.
Times Literary Supplement
Alejandro Zambra's novels, one after another, are like the call of an old
friend in the middle of the night. An endearing elegant and funny voice
with rare and stunning stories. He is a risky, subtle and fun author.

SINOPSIS
Alejandro Zambra returns with a beautiful, but seriously funny,
declaration of love to poetry. Gonzalo is a step poet who wants to be a poet,
and a stepfather. He behaves as if he were Vicente's biological father, a
child who later refuses to study at a university because his dream is to
-also- become a poet.

INFANCIA EN POSITIVO. GUÍA DEFINITIVA PARA PADRES Y MADRES |
Positive childhood. Definitive guide for parents
By: Diana Cristina Jiménez
9788415943914 | PB | 240 Pages | $20.95 | Editorial Almuzara | Parenting & Family

Amazon Spain Best Sellers Rank:
Nº 4 in Educational Philosophy
Nº 63 in Family and Relationships (Books)
Nº 66 in Education (Books)
More than 40 practical and real examples.
For many parents, education can be another stressor in their lives. They
want their children to be educated with values, to have limits, to enjoy
themselves and to be happy. But daily stress and rhythm prevent us from
achieving it from serenity. This is a book to enjoy when educating.
Patricia Ramírez, Psychologist
SINOPSIS
This book is centered on a key concept: positive discipline. It is a very
useful guide for parents to learn how to deal with basic situations in the
lives of their young children and teens, such as food, hygiene, friends, and
new technologies; in a positive, respectful and firm way.

EL CORAJE DE SER TU MISMA | The Courage to be Yourself
By: Sue Patton Thoele
9788441440074 | PB | 224 Pages | $14.95 | Editorial Edaf | Personal Growth

Now in pocket size and at a very affordable price.
There is nothing more difficult than living an inauthentic life in which our
deepest beliefs and dreams lay dormant. In this wonderfully inspiring and
wise book, Sue Patton Thoele will guide you to discover and celebrate your
deepest hopes, desires, and gloriously authentic self.

SINOPSIS
Sue Patton Thoele helps readers enhance their self-esteem and tap into
their core emotional strength. Geared toward women who too often find
themselves meeting the wants of others at the expense of their own needs,
this book provides necessary tools to help readers transform into their
own authentic selves.

ERES LO QUE PIENSAS | You Are What You Think
By: Wayne W. Dyer
9788412175912 | PB | 380 Pages | $22.95 | Ediciones EGDM | Personal Growth

A morning nice reflection daily quote book. A book very much needed on
these days the world is going through. Is wonderful and inspirational.
Charismatic Dr. Wayne Dyer is known worldwide as “the father of
motivation” for his forefront of personal transformation movement. So
many of us were touched by his grounded way of speaking and writing.
When you change the way you look at things, the things you look at change.
The Hay House

SINOPSIS
Here you have 365 musings and reflections drawn from the work of
international best-selling author and beloved spiritual teacher, Dr. Wayne
W. Dyer. Spend a year contemplating some of the best inspiring stories and
observations of this beloved best-selling author.

BRUCE LEE. UN ARTISTA DE LA VIDA | Bruce Lee. Artist of Life
By: Bruce Lee
9788418223150 | PB | 408 Pages | $24.95 | Ediciones Koan | Biography & Memoirs
Amazon Best Sellers Rank: #71 in Martial Artist Biographies
Named one of TIME Magazine's "100 Greatest Men of the Century."
A rare, never-before-seen collection of Lee's private letters and writing. It includes
original letters, photographs, his poetry, life philosophies, and his thoughts on martial
arts. A fascinating look at the man behind the myth.
Just as Michelangelo chipped away at a block of marble to reveal David, so did Bruce
peel away the layers of his inner soul to reveal his true self to the world.
Linda Lee Cadwell, from the Foreword
With rare letters, essays and even poems, the book offers readers a glimpse into the
mind and work ethic that drove Lee, as well as a window into his philosophy.
News China Magazine
Lee's writings are inspired and inspirational, of interest to his fans and to the
multitudes seeking the meaning of life.
Booklist
SINOPSIS
Bruce Lee Artist of Life explores the development of his thoughts about Gung Fu (Kung
Fu), philosophy, psychology, poetry, Jeet Kune Do, acting, and self-knowledge. Edited
by John Little, a leading authority on Lee's life and work, the book includes letters that
demonstrate how Lee provided advice to others.

ESTE DIA IMPORTA | This Day Matters
By: Carlos Cuauhtémoc Sánchez
9786079866488 | PB | 208 Pages | $26.95 | Editorial Diamante | Personal Growth

This Day Matters contains the powerful and applicable concepts of a
methodology that will teach us to make each day a great day, fighting with
strategy to recover from the most devastating adversities.
Bestselling Carlos Cuauhtemoc Sanchez is the author of Juventud in
Extasis (Youth in Sexual Ecstasy) and Los ojos de mi princesa (The Eyes
of my Princess).
As always, this author delivers a personal growth novel, emotive and easy
to read. He has written masterful novels, captivating completely all his
readers.

SINOPSIS
The world is surprised by a pandemic. Health centres collapse, the
education system is threatened, and global economic stability falls. Amaia
is desperate. When everything she loves is about to disappear, she finds an
ally. Together with him she embarks on a fierce fight to rescue her family,
and in that fight, discover herself and reinvent herself.

LA VIDA DESPUES DE MI EX | The Life After my Ex
By: María del Rayo Guzmán
9786074536775 | PB | 200 Pages | $11.95 | Editorial Sélector | Self Help

With a fun and sensitive style, Rayo Guzmán plunges the reader into a
whirlwind of stories. With sad anecdotes and accounts seasoned with
strong truths, this book will make you sigh and laugh.
A quick book easy to read. It makes you ponder on past relationships as
part of your destiny and you will understand that sooner or later you end
up with the right person.

SINOPSIS
The Life After My Ex is a journey through the dusty album of memories in
which some photos are more studded than others, and vivid memories can
at times continue to hurt. Although the text makes us reflect, Rayo
Guzmán's style is fun, emotional, and immerses us in a whirlwind of
stories of real narratives.

EXAMEN EXTRAORDINARIO | Extraordinary Exam
By: Juan Villoro
9786071667960 | PB | 312 Pages | $10.95 | Almadía Ediciones | Fiction

This volume presents an overview in which readers will find all the
qualities that have made the author one of the most popular writers in the
country and in the language: authenticity in the characters, a humor that
arises from the abrupt encounter between erudition and daily life and
precision to move with a refinement that escapes melodrama.
Villoro’s thoughtfulness and skills humanize the most stereotypical of
Mexican characters while sending up machismo -less as an actual
phenomenon than as yet another stereotype Mexicans find themselves
grateful to contradict.

SINOPSIS
A mariachi with identity conflicts, duels between writers dating back to
youth encounters in writing workshops, emails sent from uncertain planes
of existence, the countercultural odyssey of a father to ingratiate himself
with his daughter, multiple forms of that variation of masochism known as
romance.

